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Abstract 

Mobile Ad-hoc networks (MANET) are 

gatherings of self-organizing mobile nodes with 

dynamic topologies and have no static organization. 

For the reason that there is a dynamic adhoc nature, in 

which unknown device develops unprompted 

interactions between themselves, then networks are 

mostly vulnerable to various security threats. 

Consequently it is proposed to design and instrument 

malicious node detection system to avoid black hole 

and worm hole attacks in MANETs. In this paper we 

use Cooperative bait detection scheme to detect black 

hole attacks. To identify Worm hole attack as well we 

combined Performance Evaluation Multipath Algorithm 

in CBDS scheme. Worm hole attacks are spotted using 

hop-count and time delay analysis from the viewpoint of 

users without any unusual environment assumptions.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 MANET is a category of ad hoc network that 

can modify theplaces and construct itself on the fly. For 

MANETS are mobile, they use wireless connections to 

connect to various networks. This can be a usual Wi-

Fi connection or alternative medium such as a cellular 

or satellite communication.Some MANETs are 

constrained to a limited area of wireless deviceswhile 

others may be associated to the Internet. For example, 

A VANET is a type of MANET that permits vehicles to 

communicate with roadside equipment. While the 

vehicles may not have a straight Internet connection, 

the wireless roadside equipment may be supplementary 

to the Internet, allowing data from the vehicles to be 

sent over the Internet. The vehicle data may be used to 

amountof traffic conditions or keep track of trucking 

fleets. Because of the dynamic nature of MANETs, they 

are classically not very secure so it is important to be 

cautious what data is sent over a MANET. 

 

Mobile Adhoc network is infrastructure less 

network that self-configured repeatedly by mobile 

nodes without the help of any central management. In 

MANET nodes have superior characteristics for every 

node in MANET performs like receiver and transmitter 

and allow cooperating with other nodes in its radio 

range. In order for a node to onward a packet to a node 

that is out of its radio range, the sustenance of other 

nodes in the network is needed, this is known as multi-

hop communication. Consequently each node must act 

as both a host and a router at the same time. The 

network topology generally changes due to the mobility 

of mobile nodes in the network. In MANET each node 

can communicate with the help of its neighbor node 

that’s comes in its radio range. Each node forwards 

their packet to their neighbor node near destination 

where path for communicating message packet is 

recommended by routing protocol as shortest path. 

Every routing protocol distillates over shortest path 

where some malicious node over network use this 

insatiability of routing protocol and present an illusion 

of shortest path between two end point of network and 

attack major traffic over the network.  

 

In black hole attacks, a node spreads a 

malicious broadcast informing that it has the shortest 

path to the destination, with the goal of interrupting 

messages. Worm hole attack attract massage packet and 

play number of disobey with that routing packet like 

scanning of private message, drop, corrupt and change 

transmitted massage over network. In this paper, our 

focus is on detecting black hole attacks and worm hole 

attack using a dynamic source routing (DSR) based 

routing technique. 

 DSR is a Dynamic Source Routing protocol. It has two 

main processes, 

 Route discovery  

 Route maintenance 

To execute the route discovery phase, the 

source node broadcasts a Route REQuest (RREQ) 

packet over the network. If an intermediate node has 

routing data to the destination in its route cache, it will 

reply with a RREP to the source node. When 

destination receives the RREQ, it can know each 

intermediate node’s address among the route. The 

destination node relies on the composedoverthrowing 

information among the packets in order to send a reply 

RREP message to the source node along with the whole 

routing information of the established route. DSR does 
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not have any uncovering mechanism, but the source 

node can get all route information regarding the nodes 

on the route. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In Xue and Nahrstedt proposed a preclusion 

mechanism called best-effort fault-tolerant routing 

(BFTR). Their BFTR arrangement uses end-to-end 

salutations to monitor the quality of the routing path 

such that measured in terms of packet delivery ratio and 

delay to be chosen by the destination node. If the 

performance of the path deviates from a predefined 

behavior set for responsible “good” routes, the source 

node uses a new route. One of the drawbacks of BFTR 

is that mischievous nodes may still exist in the new 

chosen route, and this scheme is prone to repetitive 

route discovery processes, which may lead to 

momentous routing overhead. 

 

In Hongsong et al. proposes an intrusion 

detection model to contest the black hole attack in 

AODV routing protocol. In this model, a security agent, 

conventional by a hardware thread in network processor 

uses equivalent multithreading architecture; try to 

detect two cases of figure of attack. Those exploiting 

AODV control messages RREQ that is Route REQuest 

and RREP means Route REPly. The agent displays the 

RREQ-RREP messages at real-time and if any 

discovery rule is violated, the black hole attack is 

detected and the malicious node is isolated and 

recorded to a black list. This solution necessitates a 

special material for its implementation. It is committed 

to AODV protocol and it considers only control 

messages, throughout the black hole attack can target 

data messages.  

 

In the concept of leashes is presented to detect 

worm hole attacks. A leash is any information added to 

a packet in order to confine the distance that the packet 

is allowed to travel. A leash is associated with each 

hop. Thus, each transmission of a packet requires a new 

leash. Two types of leashes are considered, namely 

geographical leashes and temporal leashes. A 

geographical leash is anticipated to limit the distance 

between the transmitter and the receiver of a packet. A 

temporal leash delivers an upper bound on the lifetime 

of a packet. As a result, the packet can only travel a 

limited distance. A receiver of the packet can use these 

leashes to check if the packet has traveled farther than 

the leash allows and if so can drop the packet.  

 

InMahajan et al. proposed some proposals to perceive 

worm hole attacks like:  

1) The abrupt decrease in the path lengths can be used 

as a potential symptom of the worm hole attack.  

2) With the available presented path information, if the 

end-to-end path delay for a path cannot be explained by 

the sum of hop delays of the hops present on its 

advertised path, existence of worm hole can be 

suspected.  

3) Some of the paths may not follow the advertised 

false link, yet they may use some nodes complicated in 

the worm hole attack. This will lead to an rise in hop 

delay due to worm hole traffic and subsequently an 

increase in end-to-end delay on the path. An abrupt 

increase in the end-to-end delay and the hop queuing 

delay values that cannot be enlightened by the traffic 

apparently flowing through these nodes can lead us to 

suspect the presence of worm hole. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

This paper offerings detection system called 

the cooperative bait detection scheme (CBDS), which 

purposes at detecting and averting malicious nodes 

launching black hole attacks in MANETs. In order to 

perceive Worm hole attacks along with Black hole 

attacks in MANETs we incorporated Performance 

Evaluation Multipath Algorithm in CBDS scheme. 

Worm hole attacks are perceived using hop-count and 

time delay analysis from the viewpoint of users 

deprived of any special environment expectations. In 

this system the source node stochastically selects 

atogether node with which to cooperate, in the sense 

that the address of this node is used as enticement 

destination address to bait malicious nodes to send a 

reply RREP message. Malicious nodes are thereby 

detected and prevented from contributing in the routing 

operation, using a reverse tracing technique. In this 

situation, it is assumed that when animportant drop 

occurs in the packet delivery ratio, an alarm is sent by 

the destination node back to the source node to trigger 

the detection mechanism again. The changed CBDS 

scheme comprises four steps:  

 1) The initial bait step 

 2) The initial reverse tracing step 

 3) The shifted to reactive defense step i.e., the DSR 

route discovery start process 

 4) Performance evaluation multipath phase.  

 

A. Initial Bait Step  

The aim of the bait phase is to appeal a 

malicious node to send a reply RREP by sending the 

bait RREQ’ that it has used to promote itself as having 

the shortest path to the node that keeps the packets that 

were converted. The subsequent method is considered 

to generate the destination address of the bait RREQ’. 

The source node selects an adjacent node, i.e., nr, 

within its one-hop neighborhood nodes and unites with 

this node by taking its address as the destination 

address of the bait RREQ’. The bait phase is stimulated 
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whenever the bait RREQ’ is sent prior to seeking the 

initial routing path. The follow-up bait phase analysis 

procedures are as follows. First, if the nr node had not 

hurled a black hole attack, then after the source node 

had sent out the RREQ’, there would be other nodes’ 

reply RREP in adding to that of the nr node. 

Consequently, the reverse tracing program in the next 

step would be initiated in order to detect this route. If 

only the nr node had sent the reply RREP, it means that 

there was no other malicious node present in the 

network and that the CBDS had originated the DSR 

route discovery phase. Second, if nr was the malicious 

node of the black hole attack, then after the source node 

had sent the RREQ’, other nodes would have also sent 

reply RREPs. This would specify that malicious nodes 

happened in the reply route. In this case, the reverse 

tracing program in the next step would be initiated to 

detect this route. If nr deliberately gave no reply RREP, 

it would be directly recorded on the black hole list by 

the source node. If only the nr node had sent a reply 

RREP, it would mean that there was no other malicious 

node in the network, except the route that nr had 

provided; in this case, the route discovery phase of DSR 

will be started. The route that nr delivers will not be 

listed in the choices provided to the rout route 

discovery phase.  

 

B. Initial Reverse Tracing Step  

To detect the behaviors of malicious nodes, the 

opposite tracing program is used complete the route 

reply to the RREQ’ message. The malicious node will 

reply with a false RREP if it has received the RREQ’. 

Then the reverse drafting operation will be conducted 

for nodes receiving the RREP, with the aim to assume 

the dubious path data and the provisionally trusted zone 

in the route. It should be accentuated that the CBDS is 

able to detect more than one malicious node 

instantaneously when these nodes send reply RREPs. 

 

 

C. Shifted to Reactive Defense Phase.  

After the above the steps A and B, the DSR 

route discovery process is triggered. When the route is 

recognized and if at the destination it is found that the 

packet delivery ratio suggestively falls to the threshold, 

the detection scheme would be triggered again to detect 

for continuous maintenance and real-time reaction 

efficiency. The threshold is a varying value in the range 

that is 85% to 95% that can be attuned according to the 

current network efficiency. The initial threshold value 

is set to 90%. A dynamic threshold algorithm is planned 

that controls the time when the packet delivery ratio 

falls under the same threshold. If the descending time is 

shortened, it means that the malicious nodes still exist 

in the network. In that case, the threshold should be 

familiar upward. Otherwise, the threshold will be 

lowered. It should be observed that the CBDS offers the 

prospect to obtain the dubious path information of 

malicious nodes as well as that of trusted nodes; 

thereby, it can recognize the trusted zone by simply 

looking at the malicious nodes reply to every RREP.  

 

D. Performance Evaluation Multipath Phase.  

In this Phase worm hole attacks are detected 

without any additional hardware requirements. The 

basic idea behind this work is that the worm hole attack 

decreases the length of hops and the data 

communication delay. First, we arbitrarily generate a 

Number in between 0 to maximum number of nodes. 

Then we make the Node with same number as 

transmitter node. After this we produce the route from 

selected transmitting node to any destination node with 

quantified average route length. Then we send packet 

conferring to selected destination and start timer to 

count hops and delay. The process is repetitive and the 

routes, their hops and delay are stored. Now if the hop 

counts for particular route reductions abruptly for 

average hop count then at least one node in the route 

must be attacker. Now we check the delay of all 

preceding routes which involve any on node of the 

suspicious route. Now the node not encounter 

previously should be malicious let there are N such 

nodes. If N == 1 then it is the attacker else wait for 

future arrangements which show deviation and involve 

only one of N nodes. Nodes are black listed by the 

nodes hence they are not involved in future routes. 

Whole process is repetitive until we didn’t get the 

specified goal. The goal can be to get complete list of 

malicious nodes. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a new mechanism is called the 

CBDS is used for perceiving malicious nodes in 

MANETs under gray or concerted black hole attacks. 

To this mechanism, performance Evaluation Multipath 

Algorithm has been auxiliary to detect the worm hole 
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attack in MANETs. As future work, we intend to 

examine the integration of the CBDS with other well-

known message security schemes in order to hypothesis 

a complete secure routing framework to protect 

MANETs against malefactors. We also intend to use 

CBDS in other routing protocol like AODV. 
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